OBJECTIVES The authors conducted a multicenter study of decrement-evoked potential (DEEP) -based functional ventricular tachycardia (VT) substrate modification to evaluate if such a mechanistic and physiological strategy is feasible and efficient in clinical practice and provides reduction in the VT burden.
To address these issues, as a follow-up to our original mechanistic study, we designed a multicenter prospective observational study to: 1) establish if the methodology for DEEP mapping with extra stimulus to identify mechanistic substrate is implementable using contemporary 3-dimensional (3D) electroanatomic mapping systems in the catheterization laboratory; and 2) describe the initial results of a multicenter DEEP-guided ablation strategy for reducing VT burden using this focused ablation strategy in the ischemic substrate. DEEP Mapping With Extra Stimulus for VT Ablation -2 0 1 8 : ---
